ABSTRACT Partition-and-Recur (PAR) 
Introduction
Computer Science is a science of developing correct and efficient algorithms. Its main research object is discrete data handled by computer. As long as the algorithm involves iterant calculation, each traditional strategy of algorithm design can embody the principle of partition and recurrence. Partition is a general approach for dealing with complicated objects and is typically used in divide-and-conquer approach. Recurrence is used in algorithm analysis and dynamic programming approach. PAR method is a unified approach of developing efficient algorithmic programs and its key idea is partition and recurrence. Using PAR method, we begin from the formal specification of a specified problem, partition the problem into a couple of sub problems, and develop an efficient and correct algorithm represented by recurrence and initiation [1] [2] [3] .
Combinatorics is a science of studying discrete objects. In general, it includes basic theories, counting methods and algorithms widely used in combination. Combinatorics algorithms are based on combinatorics and make people feel that computer may have its own thought.
However, many programming teaching materials can only present combinatorics algorithms but cannot provide the formal derived procedures that design the specific algorithms from the unresolved combinatorics problems. So algorithm designers cannot understand the essence of algorithms and cannot improve their capability of algorithm design [4] .
PAR method embodies rich mathematic ideology, it provides many powerful tools and appropriate developing environment. We can avoid making a choice among various design methods by adopting PAR method to develop combinatory algorithms. It can also change many creative labor to mechanized labor, and can finally improve algorithmic programs design's automatization, standardization and correctness [5, 6] .
In this paper, we propose that PAR method is an effective formal method on solving combinatorics problems. We formally derive several typical algorithms of combinatorics problems by PAR method, which cannot only solve the above problems, but also can assure their correctness on logic. These combinatorics problem instances include the number of string scheme, the number of error permutation scheme, maximum summary [4] , the longest common subsequence [4] , minimum spanning tree [4, 7] and the Knapsack problem [4] , etc. Because of the limited space, we only describe the whole developing process of two specific combinatorics problem instances, the number of string scheme and the number of error permutation scheme, which are derived by PAR methods.
select n elements to compose string, in which element a and b cannot be adjacent elements. How many schemes are there in a string with n elements? [4] 
Partition the Problem Based on the Post-Assertion
We partition computing Z n into computing X n and Y n , each of that has the same structure with Z n .
( :
In Equation (2), X n denote the number of n elements' string scheme that element a and b cannot be adjacent elements and the initial element is a or b.
In Equation (3), Y n denote the number of n elements' string scheme that element a and b cannot be adjacent elements and the initial element is c or d.
According to the equation (4), we can partition computing Z n into computing X n and Y n .
Construct the Recurrence Relation
Suppose X n-1 denotes the number of n-1 elements' string scheme that satisfy the condition and the initial element is a or b. Y n-1 denotes the number of n-1 elements' string scheme that satisfy the condition and the initial element is c or d.
According to the equation (5), we can partition computing X n into computing X n-1 and 2×Y n-1 .
According to the equation (6), we can also partition computing Y n into computing 2×X n-1 and 2×Y n-1 .
Developing Loop Invariant
Suppose variant x stores the value of X i , variant u stores the value of X i+1 , variant y stores the value of Y i , variant v stores the value of Y i+1 , variant z stores the value of Z i , where
Developing Corresponding RADL Program
The Recurrence-based Algorithm Design Language (RADL) program of the number of string scheme, derived by PAR methods, is shown in Algorithm 1. By the automatic program transforming system of PAR platform, we can get the Abstract Programming Language (APLA) program of the number of string scheme which is transformed from the RADL program and is shown in Algorithm 2. Finally, we transform the APLA program of the number of string scheme to C++ program, which can get accurate running result.
Algorithm write("Please input integer n value"); read(n); i:=1;x:=2;y:=2;z:=4; do (﹁(i=n)) → u:=x+2*y; v:=2*x+2*y; z:=u+v x:=u; y:=v; i:=i+1; od write("The Number of string scheme:", z); end.
The Developing Steps of the Number of Error Permutation Scheme Derived by PAR Methods
Suppose that the original arrange scheme is A =[a 1 …a i …a n ], which is satisfied with each element is different. We want to interlace n elements of original permutation scheme A to compose new permutation scheme B, in which each element cannot be the same position in A. How many schemes are there in error permutation with n elements? [4] 
The Formal Function Specification of the Number of Error Permutation Scheme
PQ: Given the original permutation scheme A =[a 1 …a i …a n ] , which is satisfied with ( , :
Partition the Problem Based on the Post-Assertion
We partition computing D n into computing U n and V n , each of that has the same structure with D n .
In Equation (8), U n denotes the err :
: 1 :
number of n elements'
or permutation scheme in which a n must be the i th element in new permutation B.
e number of n elements'
In Equation (9), V n denotes th err
A n    or permutation scheme in which a n cannot be the i th element in new permutation B. 
3.
n-1 elements' erber of n-2 U V n n  0), we can partition com- :
According to the equation 1), we can partition computing U n into computing (n-1)× D n-2 . 
